agency: department of ecology ao # 22-02

subject of possible rule making:
the washington state department of ecology (ecology) plans to amend chapter 173-305 wac hazardous waste fee regulation. this rulemaking will specifically focus on amending section 220, the hazardous waste planning fee (planning fee). we will also update citations in this chapter to match new statutory references per the requirements of substitute house bill 2246, chapter 20, laws of 2020.

the planning fee in wac 173-305-220 doesn’t state which risk factor to apply to an individual waste stream that designates as both dangerous waste (dw) and extremely hazardous waste (ehw). this rulemaking will clarify how ecology calculates the planning fee by adding language that directs ecology to apply a risk factor of 1 to a waste stream that designates as both dw and ehw.

statutes authorizing the agency to adopt rules on this subject: rcw 70a.218.030 voluntary reduction plan—fees

reasons why rules on this subject may be needed and what they might accomplish:
ecology establishes the planning fee in part on the risk associated with the type of waste generated. fees for ehw are subject to a risk factor (a multiplier) that is ten times higher than for dw. however, wac 173-305-220 doesn’t state which risk factor applies to an individual waste stream that is both dw and ehw. this lack of clarity leads to inequitable fees for some businesses. businesses that generate and report a waste stream that is both dw and ehw pay a higher fee than businesses that generate the same waste stream but don’t report the ehw code. we will consider adding language to wac 173-305-220 to clarify that fees for these waste streams should be calculated as dw only.

in this rulemaking, we intend to:
- prevent an inequitable financial impact to facilities that report both dw and ehw codes for an individual waste stream without changing how those facilities manage waste.
- increase transparency by clarifying how ecology applies risk factors to the planning fee formula.
- codify the practice outlined in the interim policy for the hazardous waste planning fee, or closely related modifications to this practice.

identify other federal and state agencies that regulate this subject and the process coordinating the rule with these agencies: n/a.

process for developing new rule (check all that apply):
☐ negotiated rule making
☐ pilot rule making
☐ agency study
☒ other (describe) ecology will follow the standard process for the adoption of the rules under the administrative procedure act (chapter 34.05 rcw).

interested parties can participate in the decision to adopt the new rule and formulation of the proposed rule before publication by contacting:
(name: megan hillyard
address: department of ecology hazardous waste and toxics reduction program p.o. box 330316)
(name: )
(address: )
Additional comments: Interested parties can stay informed about the rulemaking and public involvement opportunities as described above. Ecology will extend an offer for government-to-government consultation with tribal governments during each phase of rule development.

Date: 9/14/2022

Name: Katrina Lassiter

Title: Program Manager, HWTR

Signature: [Signature]